Course Objectives

The era of “big data” is upon us and unlike prior decades, data is so easy to acquire that the sheer volume of data availability is sometimes daunting. In simple terms, Big Data – when combined with Artificial Intelligence (AI) and related technologies – allow researchers to measure and assess significantly more information about the subtleties of organizations, and to use the information in making enhanced decision choices. AI can be described as the procedure and amplification of computer and machine systems able to undertake assignments typically driven by algorithms assist in meaningful work.

Researchers have access to the data that can explain or develop organizations’ strategic advantage or to remain competitive in today’s fast-paced business environment. Data analytics has become a must-have skill for researchers involved with behavioral and financial data.

Further, the evolution of AI technology allows individuals/organizations to explore their personalized needs, gather information, and develop good judgment to make decision choices within an algorithmic approach. Moreover, digital, and intelligent algorithms have identified the critical role of decision behavior on how we understand the process of making decision choices for both buyer and seller. An algorithm can be utilized to solve a problem or assist in making a decision that produces the best possible answer in the increasingly in-depth integration of the Internet and social life.

Organizations create and collect massive amounts of data as result of their day-to-day operations. Big data presents both opportunities and challenges for researchers. This course will incorporate a theory described as the Throughput Model (Rodgers, 1997, 2006) that utilizes an AI algorithmic pathway approach. This theory captures most of the major cognitive and social psychological theories in the past 70 years. Moreover, this theory can help explain the use of behavioral data along with financial and non-financial information. In addition, this theory provides six dominant algorithms that explain how distinct algorithmic pathways can lead to different decision choices. Further, as business professionals we are expected to know how to use this vast source of data to make better business decisions and identify potential risks. Understanding how to use data to formulate and solve business problems provides an opportunity for researchers and practitioners to become a forward-thinking strategic partner in the organization. The challenge for researchers and practitioners is to develop the skill set needed to extract value from big data through advanced analytics and AI apparatuses.

At the end of this seminar, you should have a better ability to answer the following questions:

• What exactly is a research question, expressed both conceptually and operationally?

• What does “validity” mean in research, and how is it established?
• What is the difference between a main effect and an interaction?

• What is the difference between a process model and an input-output model?

• What makes accounting research important and innovative?

• What are some key issues of research ethics?

• What accounting issues are currently being addressed using experimental research methods?

• What theories from psychology, sociology, economics, and other disciplines have accounting experimentalists drawn on to address these issues?

• When is experimentation an appropriate way to address an accounting research question?

• What have been the most important contributions from experimentation over the past five years to the theory and practice of accounting?

• What are Data Analytics & how is it important to researchers?

• What are the greatest needs and opportunities for future experimental research in accounting/finance?

### Student Responsibilities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Percentage of Total Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Article presentations and outlines</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar participation</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article summary sheets</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review exercise (see article presentations and outlines)</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary research proposal</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final examination (project)</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An “A” in the seminar generally implies excellent performance in all of these dimensions. Put differently, an “A” implies performance above expectation.

A “B” in the seminar generally implies some room for improvement in one or more of the dimensions, but a
clearly acceptable performance overall. Put differently, a “B” implies performance at expectation.

A “C” (or worse) in the seminar implies disappointment and the clear need for improvement to succeed in the doctoral program. Put differently, a “C” implies performance below expectation. I hope I do not need to use this category.

Grading philosophy: There is no cause for shame from receiving a “B” in a doctoral seminar. If I wanted to signal disappointment, I would award a “C.”

More importantly, at this point in your education you should be more concerned with what you learn than with what grades you get. When you graduate, few will notice your grade-point average as a doctoral student. They will, however, use interviews and other information to gauge your potential as a teacher and researcher.

Details on Each Component

1. Article presentations and outlines (20%)

Starting February 16th, each session will generally involve two or three research articles from the recent experimental literature in accounting. For each such article, I will assign one student to present the article as an advocate and one student to present as the critic.

Advocate: The advocate does not merely summarize the article, as we should all have read it beforehand, although some recap of key points is a good idea. More importantly, the advocate should emphasize the study’s contribution and should explain why that contribution is important. As the role implies, the advocate should take the author’s position and state the best case possible for the study.

Critic: The critic should point out limitations and constructive criticisms of the study, including limitations to the study’s incremental contribution and any threats to the study’s validity. In developing these thoughts, it is important to keep in mind that constructive criticism is not just a matter of finding fault. Rather, a constructive critic should consider potential ways to address the concerns raised.

Outlines: Both the advocate and critic should prepare an outline of approximately two or three pages for class distribution. Bring enough copies for each participant in the seminar, stapled and three-hole punched for easy insertion into a binder. This way, at the end of the semester, we will each have a collection of advocate and critic summaries for each article presented.

Advice: Embrace your role, as if you were assigned these roles in a court of law. This approach only works when we see spirited views on both “sides.” Have fun and make your presentations interesting. If successful, the advocate and critic in combination should lead us to a balanced discussion of the strengths and shortcomings of each assigned article.

2. Seminar participation (10%)

A seminar can only succeed with the active participation of its members. I expect all students to actively engage the discussion of each article, whether or not you are assigned to present that article as the advocate or critic. Ask questions of and challenge the advocate and critic, making them defend their positions.

3. Article summary sheets (Article presentations and outlines)

You should prepare a one-page “Article Summary Sheet” to help you organize your thoughts for each article. You are responsible for preparing this sheet for each article whether or not you are presenting the article as the advocate or critic. The Article Summary Sheet consists of two parts. First, it asks you to specify the study’s conceptual and operational research questions in so-called “Libby Boxes.” Second, it elicits one important point
or question that you would like to discuss.

Article Summary Sheet

Your name ____________________________________
Article reference in the format Author (year) _____________________________________________

Please fill out the boxes in the following diagram (informally known as “Libby boxes”) to indicate what you perceive are the study’s primary conceptual and operational research questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How does X</th>
<th>influence</th>
<th>Y?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent construct</td>
<td>Conceptual Question</td>
<td>Dependent construct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent variable</td>
<td>Operational Question</td>
<td>Dependent variable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moderating variable(s), if any ________________________________________________________

Mediating variable(s), if any ________________________________________________________

Please indicate one question or comment from this research that you would like to discuss:
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Preliminary Proposal, Due March 2nd (20%)

This is a preliminary proposal exercise designed to give you some practice with the review process. Please see the Kachelmeier (2004) article referenced below for some guidance on doing a constructive review. We will also discuss this assignment in class.

Find an accounting/finance research area you would like to address for your final project. Use keywords to find a paper that looks like it would be of interest to you (e.g., find an accounting research working paper using the
search engine at [www.ssrn.com](http://www.ssrn.com). Your preliminary proposal should include an introduction, literature review and methods you plan to use in the final project paper.

5. Research proposal, Due May 4th (50%)

In addition to the objective of familiarizing you with the recent literature, there is also a forward-looking objective to this seminar, encouraging you to contemplate research needs and opportunities for the future. To achieve this objective, each student will submit a research proposal. In approximately 15 double-spaced pages, your proposal should contain the following.

- Statement and motivation of the research question
- Theory
- Hypotheses
- Experimental design
- Plan of analysis

The key to a successful proposal is precision. Help the reader to see clearly what research question you are addressing, why that question is important to accounting, what hypotheses you predict and why, and how exactly you propose to carry out the experiment. Essentially, the requirement is to write the front end of a manuscript on an accounting experiment (i.e., up to but not including the results). I am available for consultation as needed! Our last day of class, will be dedicated to proposal presentations of 25 minutes each. This is great practice for presenting at conferences. Final examination (20%) A final examination will reinforce the major points emphasized in this seminar. I will offer some guidance for preparation as the date approaches.

Blackboard
The course will be setup on Blackboard Learning System so please ensure that you have access to it. Please check the site on a daily basis as the instructor will use it to communicate any updates, changes and reminders to students between classes.

Learning Environment
This course is designed to provide you with a learning experience similar to the approach you will use when you begin work as an accountant. This experience involves advance reading to understand important concepts followed by interactive discussion about how to apply those concepts in auditing situations. In light of this, student participation in class discussions is a very important element of this course.

Students with a Disability
If you feel you may have a disability that requires accommodations, contact the The Center for Accommodations and Support Services (CASS) Office at 747-5148, or go to the Union Bldg., East, Room 106, or email cass@utep.edu.

Statements on Faculty and Student Responsibilities
Statements on faculty and student responsibilities may be found on the College of Business website at: [http://business.utep.edu/About/responsibilities.aspx](http://business.utep.edu/About/responsibilities.aspx).
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Cell Phones
• Set your phone to mute or silent mode before coming to class.
• Do not answer incoming calls or make outgoing calls while in class.
• Do not use text messaging or web browser features while in class.

Other
This syllabus is subject to change. Any changes will be announced in class and posted to the Blackboard web site.

Class Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Topic and cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. 01/19</td>
<td>Introduction to Behavioral Research in Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Topic: Research fundamentals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Process Thinking: Chapters 1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 01/26</td>
<td>Process Thinking: Chapters 1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rodgers’ Decision-Making Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Topic: Artificial Intelligence and Big Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 02/02</td>
<td>Process Thinking: Chapters 4-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Topic: Artificial Intelligence and Big Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fostering innovation and diversity in accounting research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 02/09</td>
<td>Process Thinking: Chapters 6-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Topic: Artificial Intelligence and Big Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 02/16</td>
<td>Process Thinking: Chapters 9-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. 02/23</td>
<td>Topic: Causal Modeling, Surveys and Questionnaires &amp; Cognitive Characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Topic: Creativity and unconventional thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Research ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. 03/02</td>
<td>Preliminary Project Assignment due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 03/09</td>
<td>Topic: Reciprocity and morale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03/16</td>
<td>SPRING BREAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03/23</td>
<td>Topic: Social responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03/30</td>
<td>Topic: Financial accounting effects on manager judgments and decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/06</td>
<td>Topic: Aggressive reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/13</td>
<td>Topic: Social dimensions of auditing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/20</td>
<td>Topic: Auditor exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04/27</td>
<td>Topic: Auditing complex areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05/04</td>
<td>Topic: Motivating employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. 05/04</td>
<td>Final Exam Project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Course Schedule**

**Topic: Research fundamentals**

Objective: Gain a basic understanding of the following:

- Modeling a research question
- Interactions and dummy vs. effects coding
- Mediation
- Validity categories
- Process Models
- Overview of accounting journals
- Basics of experimental design and analysis
- Styles of accounting experimentation

**Readings:**


Topic: Artificial Intelligence and Big Data


Topic: Fostering innovation and diversity in accounting research


Topic: Research ethics


Hunton, J. E., and A. Gold. 2010. A field experiment comparing the outcomes of three fraud brainstorming


Salterio, S. E. 2014. We don’t replicate accounting research – or do we? Contemporary Accounting Research 31 (Winter): 1134-1142.

**Topic: Motivating employees and customers**


**Topic: Causal Modeling, Surveys and Questionnaires & Cognitive Characteristics**


**Topic: Creativity and unconventional thinking**


**Topic: Reciprocity and morale**


**Topic: Social responsibility**


**Topic: Financial accounting effects on investor judgments and decisions**


**Topic: Financial accounting effects on manager judgments and decisions**


**Topic: Aggressive reporting**


**Topic: Social dimensions of auditing**


**Topic: Auditing complex areas**


**Topic: Auditor exposure**

Rodgers, W., Guiral A. and Gonzalo, J.A. 2009. Different pathways that suggest whether auditors’ going